PUBLICATION AGREEMENT

Author (or Co-Author, or person entitled to act on behalf of Author or Co-Author) herewith grants to the Warring States Project (hereinafter, Publisher), the right to include, in a forthcoming volume of its journal Alpha (and in some cases, also in a parallel volume of Warring States Papers), an article or contribution to an article currently entitled [Title] by [Author] as prepared by the editors for publication, and to copyright that article as part of the copyright of that volume of the journal (or journals), as first printed and as subsequently reprinted in paper or electronic format. Publisher herewith confirms Author (or Authors jointly) in all other rights, including but not limited to the right to include the article in a collection or course pack, or to publish elsewhere an expanded or abbreviated treatment of the subject, without specific permission from Publisher, on the understanding that such later versions will carry a notice of first publication in Alpha.

Permission by the Author to publish does not constitute a commitment by Publisher to publish, and publication may be in the currently planned or in some future volume. Minor corrections of copy, and assignment of page numbers, may be made by Publisher subsequent to the date of this Agreement. No substantive changes in content will be made without the permission of the Author(s), any such subsequent permission supplementing this Agreement.

Author(s) warrant herewith that all material in the article is original or properly credited to sources, that it has not been previously published and is not under consideration by any other publisher, that permission for use of any copyrighted material has been secured, that proper notice of such permission is given within the article, and that copies of such permissions have been, or on request will be, provided to Publisher.

For joint articles, this Agreement is subject to a similar Agreement signed by the other Author(s), and is not valid until all relevant Agreements have been received by Publisher.

Name _________________________________

Date _________________________________

Mailing Address ______________________________________________________________

To Authors: You will normally receive this Agreement by E-mail. Please print out two copies, sign and date both, keep one for your files, and return the other by surface mail to the Warring States Project at the above address.

Thank you for your contribution. You will receive a copy of that volume of Alpha, at the address you have provided, when it is published. We look forward to being able to consider your work in future.

The Warring States Project web site is at http://www.umass.edu/wsp